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Abstract

The prímary focus of this paper is the estimation of the union premium for
young males in the U.S during a period of declining unionization and in-
creasing income inequality (1980-87). We estimate the premium through a
procedure developed by Vella and Verbeek (1992a), which is an extension to
panel data of tlie control function approach based on the method of Heck-
man (1979). This approach enables the identification of several sources of
endogeneity such as unobserved heterogeneity and business cycle effects. For
the sample period examined the union prenuum is of the order of 30 percent.
The results suggest that unionísm and collective bargaining appe.ar t.o pro-
tect relatively lower productivity workers from low wages. The parametera
capturing the selection process indicate that the relatively less productive
workers join the unious as a mians of increasing their wages. Mortx)ver,
negative shocks in the economy which induce higher rates of unionism simul-
t:uuti~nsly nYluc~~ thc~ t;i~ncral Ic~vcl of wafic~s. Thc~ rtwults alsu inclicatc that
th~~ ,h.clin~~ in nniuniral,iou hx, nul ,it;uili~~:uil.ly runt.ril,ut,~,l tu I,ho ubscrvcd
iucrease iu income iueryuality.
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1 Introduction
Recent growth in the union premium (see Linneman and Wachter (1986)) and
substantial increases in the degree of income inequality, generated by move-
ments in the returns to education and the skill premium (see Juhn, Murphy
and Pierce (1989)), have been accompanied by a decline in the unionization
ratc~ in Lhc, lfnited S~..ctc~s. Onc niay infcr that thc dncreavc iu uniunizatiou is
causally related to the change in the income distribution. That is, it is pos-
sihle that the changes in the union and skill premia have combined with the
reductions in unionization to jointly alter the income distribution. Freeman
(1991) presents evidence indicating that the decline in union membership has
had only a minor role to play in the increasing degree of income inequality.
Card (1991), however, concludes that twenty percent of the increase in wage
inequality during the period 1973-1987 is due to the decline in unionization.
To shed further light on this question it is useful to: 1) examine the factors
determining union status during the later half of this period and the impact
of uniou status ou wagcs; 2) determine the extent to which the decline in
unionization has contributed to the iucrease in inequality. To analyze these
que~:;tions it ís particularly usc~ful to employ pancl data to exaniine the de-
terminants of union status, and its subsequeut impact on wages, within the
same group of individuals over the period of interest.

[n evaluating the wage differential attributable to union membership it
is cumnu,n practicc tu a.ccuuut fur thc~ euclugc,ncity u( w~iuu status (for a
recent survey see Robinson (}989)). The acgumeut in support of this po-
tential endogeneity is that individuals possess unobservable characteristics
which influence their productivity in union versus non-union employment
and, hence, both their ultimate wage and their choice of uuion or non-wiion
employment. [f union membership is endogenous the error term in least
squares wage regressions is correlated with union status. In the absence of
appropriate adjustments this will produce inconsistent estimates of the effect
of uuion nicmbership on wages. I~or obsc,rvations ou individuals several sim-
ple methods of adjusting for such endogeneity are available and involve the
use of instrumental variables, control functions or, in the case of longitudinal
data, the nse of di(ferencing from time or individual means.

Me,thods batie~d on panel data typically assume the error attached to each
iniit uf ubsc~rvat.iuu bns a fixivl cunipunc~nt., rurrclatc~d with union statns, and

a raudom cumpunr.nt which is uncurrelated with wtiou status (for a recent
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example sc~e Jakubson ( 1991)). Lr that case, simplP individual diffemncing,
ur trcatiug Lhe data av deparLures Irom individual mcans, will climinat.~. t.he,
fix~xl i~.umpou~~nL and purge the crror term of the romponenL rorrelated with
Lhe uuiou status re:gressor. liowcver, tóese procedures, kuowu as fixed ef-
fects estimators, are quite restrictive in the manner in which they treat the
unobscrveJ heLcvog~~~~rity. In particular, iL is likedy LhaL Lhe ecuuomy will
experience time specuic shocks to the labor market which will also influence
the union membership decision and, perhaps, the impact of union member-
shrp on wages. A preferable approach would allow a flexible decomposition
of the unobserved wage equation error into an individual specific effect, a
time period effect common to all iudividuals, and an individual~time specific
effect with each of these potentially correlated with the unobserved influences
deLi~nniuing uuiun status. Auotói~r inLeresting issne is the time variatiun of
the wrion effect. If, as the evidence suggesLs, wrions compress wages then the
uniou preminm is likely to bP couuter-cyclical. However, as the composition
of the uniou may vary over the business cycle it is possible that accounting
for the endogene.ity of inembership may eliminate this effect.

[n this paper we examine Lhe impact of union status on wages while
allowing a flexible composition of the terms capturing the heterogeneity and
endogeneity. We examine which components of thP error term generate the
obsr.rved endogeueity Lhereby pruviding greater iusight iutu the economic
merhanism gcneratinfi union membPrship. We al4o examine how the relative
Lar},ainiu~; sLrrn~;l.h uf nniuu~ IIurl.uaL~.~, if at. all, wil.h Lbr I~wi~l of rY~on~~mi~
activiLy and I,h~~ husinos~ ~ych~.

We employ a new procedure. proposcKl by Vella and Verbeek ( 199`la) to
estimate parameters from panel data models with censored eudogenous re-
gressors. The est.imator is a generalization to panel data of the control func-
tiou procedure popularized by Heckman ( 1979). We exanune data on young
males takeu from the National Longitudinal Survey (Youth Sample) for the
period 1980 to 192's7. We conclude that, coutrary to earlier work, the selection
bias observed iu union models is not solely driven by fixed individual specific
~.tfects. rurthermure, attempts to correcL for the selection effects through fo-
cusing ou the incliviclual specific effects produces underestimates of the union
effect. We provide evidence that incorporating a more flexible structure into
the error term pruduces an increased estimate of the union effect. We also
find that the union effect does not vary over the sample period despite signif-
icant changes in tlre level of activity in the economy and the pro-cyclicality



of the rPal wagc Icvel. Our results also suggesf. that the dc~clin~ in union-
ization has coutributed significautly tu the iucrease iu iucome iueyuality. As
thc m~t,hod of est,imation is au important issne we discuss the biases arising
frun, variuus i~sl.iinaturs oinpluy,vi in ,~xamininR uniun ,~If~~cls iu Secl,ion `l.
WI? al,u di„~uss thc ruirvoutiuual u,cthods uf ,~stimating uniun w.~gc clfecta
from cross sectional data. In Section 3 we introduce the empirica! model
and the the cstitnation prucedum, whil,~ the empirical results arc presented
in Sectiou 4. lu sc,ction 5 wc perform some counter factual "simulations" to
assess the impact of the de.cline in unionization on the increase in income
ineyuality. Section 6 contains sotne cuncluding comments.

2 Estimating Union Efïects from Cross Sec-
tional and Panel Data

Charactcrizc Lh,~ dctcrminatíun of an iudividuals wagc rat,~ in thc folluwiug
simple manner

w;~ - Í~~X;, f ó(lu t e;~ (- 1...T;i - 1...N (l)

where w;i represents the wage of individual i in timr period t; X;i is a vector
of characti~ristirx d,,torminiug tbf~ waRe Icv,,l; U;i ix a dumrny variablc taking
the value 1 if iudividual i is a wiiun mcmber at time t; (i is a vector of
parameters; ó is a parameter; and e;~ is a zero mean error term.

[t is cummonly a5sumed that the e~rror term can be decomposed into a
lix,vl in,lividual ,~IG~rt, ,h~uut,~d ~r;, and a tiinc and individnal .prri(ir random
effect e;~. However, to enable gre-ater flexibility assume the error term also

contains a time specific effect pi common to all individuals. It follows from
our introductory commeuts that a; may be correlated witó U;i and least
syuares estimation uf (1) will produce inconsistent estimates of Q and ë. To
overcome this, tlie fixed effects estimator is used which employs deviations

from individual mean behavior annihilating the a; term. The differencing
does not, however, eliminate the pi or e;i and failure to account for these
terms, and their potential correlation with U;i, may mean that the bias in
the e.gtimated effect of union membership on wages has not beeu eliminated.

T'he parameters in (] ) can also be estimated using "coutrol functíon"
procedures based on the methods develuped by Heckman (1979) and Lee
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(1978). This requires the specification of a union status equation and the
joint distribution of the error terms in the union and wage equations. These
procedures are usually confined to cross sectional studies as they are more
difficult to implement in longitudinal data'.

Control function procedures are often referred to as "alternatives" to the
instrumental variable procedure. However, given the parametric assump-
tions, it is generalJy true that the estimates obtained using control function
methods aud the iustrumental variable estimates are similar by coustruction.
Vella and Verbeek (19926) illustrate that although the control function and
instrtunental variable procedures generally identify different effects, they are
vey closely related. 'fo illustrate this considcr, iu addition tu ( I), an equation
explaining union membership and a censoring mechanism, ignoring for the
timi~ beiug the tim~, aspM't of th~~ data by focusing un une cross scrtion

w; - Q~X; -~ bU; f e; (2)

1!~ - 7Z; -~ rl; (3)

U~ - 1(U;`), (4)

where U; is a lateut variable denoting some propensity to join the union; U; is
the dummy variable generated by the censoring function I; Z; are exogenous
variables; ry is a vector of parameters to be estimated; and q; is a normally
distributed mean zero error term which is potentially correlate,d with e;.

Consider the conventional methods of estimating the parameters from
(2). The first is based on instrmnental variable methods and projects U;
onto the exogeuous variables in the systcm to obtain U;. Equatiou (1) is
then estimated by OLS after replacin~ U; by U;. This produces consistent
estimates as the correlation between U; and e; is purged through the first
step.

An alternative procedure employs the control function approach. This

requires first step estimation of equation (3) by probít. Having obtained
the estimates of ry we construct the inverse of Mill's ratio, denoted ~;, and
estimate equation (1) by OLS usiug a; as an additional regressor. This

1 For example, while the sirnple two step eatimators can be easily employed in croas
nectional data it is inappropriate to argue that the observations are independent in the

la,gitudinal cnuixxt a: is rP(tiilPed tf comj.nt.e th., conditional expsctation of the a:ror
from the niwple probit wodel.
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uirthoduloy also prorln~',;~ ,'uusist~~ut i~stiniatr~s .c.y thr, inr'h~sion uf a, accounts
fur 16~~ r~,rn~latiun L~,tw~rn 11, :uid r,.

Vella and Verbeek (19926) argue that the control functiou and instru-
mental variables approach are essentially the same thereby explaining the
similarity in estimates (see Robinson (1989)). The intuition behind this re-
lationship is the following. As shown by Hausman (1978), the endogeneity
of regressors can be accounted for by: a) replacing the endogenous regressor
in the primary equation with its predicted value from an auxiliary regres-
sion; or b) including both the endogenous variable and the residuals from
the auxiliary equation in the primary equation. Having acknowledged that
the inverse of Mill's ratio is the generalized residual from the probit model
(see Gourieroux et al. (1987) and Vella (199'2)), the link between the control
function and instrumental variable methodologies is inunediately apparent~.

Our discussion has highlighted the possible forms of bias in estimating
(1) when U;i is measured without error. Freeman (1984), Chowdhury and
Nickell (1985) and Card (1991), however, suggest that the mismeasurement
o( union status tnay be a conunou problem in the estimation of union effects
from longitt~dinal data. C:onsider the impact of such measurement error.
First, cousider ordiuary least squares estimatiou. As unions increase wages
misclassification will reduce the estimated union effect. Second, consider tbe
impact of nmasurPmeut error on tbe fixed effect estimates of thc union wage
prcmimn. Assunu~ iudividuals whu n~liurt fnvlueut changr~s in uuiou status
are those most likely to misclassify while those who do not change status are
classified correctly. The fixed effccts estimator 4eliminatesr those observa-
tions which do not change status as the regressors appear in deviation from
individual mean behavior form. Thus the fixed effect estimator places greater
weight on the mismeasttrcd observations. The influence of ineasurement er-
ror in the lixcd cffcrt nwdPl is to furtLi~r bias dnwnwnrrl.4 thc r~stimatc of the.
union effect. While the above meutioned studies propose methods to miti-
gate the pmblems of ineasurement error the method of estimation we now
develop is not capable of incorporating thrse features. However, our method
of estimation has other advautages which ntake it desirable. Having noted
this, however, it is useful to consider inetliods which may make our proposed

~Another common method of accounting for endogeneity is to substitute U; with
Pr(U; - I). Vella and Verbeek (19926) a4so discuss this procedures relationship with

IV and control functiona.
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estimator robust to such nusmeasurement.

3 Empirical model and estimation procedure

Let us consider the following three eyuation model of wage detennination
and union status

w;c-Q~X;:tb:U;ifa;fl'ife;c t-1...T;i-1...N (5)

(6)

(7)

U;i-7Z;afB;-~~pafr);i t-1...T;i-1...N

U;c - 1(U;i) t - 1...T; i- l...N

where w;i is the 1og of the hourly real wage rate of individual i in time period

t; U;c is a dununy variable denoting whether iudividual i's wagP in period t

was cietermined through collective bargaining; X and Z are vectors of exoge-
nous variables; (J~i is a latent variable from which (;c is d~~rived through the

indicator functiou 1 denoting a positive gain frotn union membership for indi-

vidual i; Q, b and ry are parameters to be estimated; a; and 9; are individual
specífic effects; pc and cpc are time specific effects common to all individuals;

and e;c and rl;c are random error terms due to individual time specific shocks.
We assume that these individual and time specific effects and the error terms

are distributed in the followiug manuer: ( cr;, 0;, l~c, ~pi, e;i, p;c)' ~ MVN(0, E),
where E has the variance of the various effects on the principal diagoual and
the folluwing rovariances, a„e, a,,,~ and n~„ are allowed to be non zero. All
other cuvariauces are set equal to 2eru. Cousequeutly, we xllow fur currela-

tion hetweeu the iudividnal specific effe~cts in the two equations, correlation

betworn tlic~ aggregate 3hOC1C5 alld currelation betweeu the coutemporancwus

transitory shocks. Thus the correlatiou betweeu the error tetuis in different

time periods is due to (time constant) individual heterogeneity and all con-
temporancx7us correlation betwcen the errors of different individuals is due
to aggregate macro shocks.

Consider the economic implications of this model. First, the 6 coefficient

is subscripted by t to indicate that the returns to collective bargaining are not

constrained to be constant across time periods. This allows us to examine

whether the union effect is constant over time and whether the time variation

is an artifact of the changing composition of union membership. Second,



the introduction of individual and time specific effects in both the union
and wagc ~Y~uations onaLlc a fh~xiLl~- s~,l~,ctiuu proci~s. '1'h~~ iudividual and
time effects are allowed to be correlated across equations ati are the error
tonns wliirh am uniquc Lu in~lividnals aud Linu, pi,riudx. ( 'unscqucntl,y, Lhc
stracl.we, uf 4his n~wlol alluws a rich mlal.iunkóip bcl.w~rn Lh~~ unubs~~rw~d
iullueucrs in the ecuuuuiy which are siuiultatns~usly determiuiug uuiun status,
the use of the collective bargaining and the level of wages. This represents
a substantial departure from previous empirical studies endogenizing union
status in earnings equations. Moreover, the structure of our model enables
the estimation and identification of all these separate time and individual
effects.

To estitnate the model we employ the methodology developed by Vella
and Verbeek ( 1992a), which combines the procedures in Ridder ( 1990), Nij-

man and Verheek ( 1992), Verbeek and Nijmau ( 1992) and Vella (1992). The
former papers preseut estimation procedures that correct for attrition bias in
models P stimated from panel data, while the latter one suggests an estimator
for mudels iu cruss sectionxl studic~s whem the regr~sors are censored and

potentially endogenous.
To proceed, rewrite (5) conditional on the vector ~, of length NT, de-

noting the union status of each individual in each period

E[w;e [ ~LJ - ~~E[,x;a ~ ~J -~ d~E(ll;a I ~J f E(a; [ ~J

tE(r~~ [ ~J f E(E;~ [ ~.J (8)

where ~1 represents the vector uf ohserved uutcomes over the entire history
of U;~ for each individual i. As tlie X's are exogenous they are unaffected by
the conditioning. Furthermore, iu the presence of conditiouing on observed
union status, the dummy variables denoting wiiou status are also unaffected.

To estimate equation ( 8) we need to generate estimates of the conditional
error terms. To oLtain these ti~rms it is n~~cessary to first estimate equation
(6).

Given the structure of the error term appearing in (6) an appropriate
meaus of estimation is the random effects probit estimator. The endogeneity

bias operates io (8) through tlje correlation across the errors in the different
equations. Once we estimate the parameters from ( 6) we are able to adjust
for this bias by obtaining estimates of the couditional error terms. We replace
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the error ternis with their conditional expectations and obtain a form of (8)
that can be e9tII11RLPd by leR4t squares.

A featun~ uf this mudel is Lhat Lhr cruuumic behaviur uf agcuts is partly
captured in the correlation of the error terms across equations. This correla-

tion reflects wliether uuion status is weakly exogenous to the wage level. The

test of endogeneity is based on the ccefficients associated with the respective
error terms as this reflects the normalized elements of the covariance matrix.

Each test is a separate t-test on each coefficient as each variable captures a

differeut form of endogeneity.
To implement our method we first estimate ry from ( 6). Conditional on B

and cp, the likclihood function is given by

L - ~ ~ (ry'L~I f D: t ~IIU" ( 1 - ~(ry~Ztl f B; -~ ipa )11-u" (9)

` a, J ` o., J
where ~ denotes the cumulative probability fuuctiou of the staudard normal

distribution. Maximizing ( 9) reyuires optimization over h~NfT parameters.

However, it is possible to integrate uut D; by employing our distributional

assumptions. This gives

1''7~1 f D~ f~, I~, x1,-~ f~N(- ? ) '
; , n

I -U~~(l - ~(ry'Z;I t B; f ~I)1 1~( o' )rto; (lo)
` o„ J Qe ~s

aud this prutlucay cuusisteut estimates of ry, áB and ip~ (giveu soulr. uormal-

ization on ~j). Th~~ int.eRral in (10) ha.v to he~ dr~tennined nnmerically, which

ix fairly ntra.ightfurwar,l usiug (i:ulssiau yuRilratum prucu,lllms ( cf. liuLh~r

aud Mollitt ( ISlii'~)). Civcu our distributiuuRl Rssumptiuns regarding ~pl it is

also possible to integrate out these parameters. However, for computational

simplicity we did not do so. With these estimates of y and tp we obtain the

conditional expectations of the residuals in the following manner3

E[a; ~ ~ - aQe
T

E[v;, ~ U]
Q~ f Tvé

3The derivation of these terrr~s is provided in the appendix.
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E(1~1 ~ f~ - aN~ [ N F~t'.1 I flJ~ (12)
v~ f Nó~

z
~(E;1 ~ 1) - ot'n an ~H (t';1 ~ ~) - o?(a~i- !'oB) ~~v;. ~ ~)

Ná~

-o?(on t Nv,'o)F (v.l I ~J (13)

whem v;e - Bi -F IQI f r);1, tk. - T~i r V ;, and v.t - N~;v r v;t.

Due to the uorruality assmnption the conditional expectations are linear

in the covariances. The remaining expressions in (11)-(13) are known func-

tions oí the parameters in the probit model ( 6) and can thus be estimated

consistently once the probit model is estimated. The mathematical fortn for
these fuuctions is given in the appeudix and involves one dimensional numer-
ical integration. Thus the estimation procedure is straightforward. First we
estimate the union status equation by employing the random effects probit
estimator. With these estimates we then generate the conditional expecta-
tions of the error terms. We then ~timate the primary log wage equation by
least squares with the conditional error terrns appearing as additional regres-

sors. Our procedure is clearly an extension of conventional cross sectional
control function procedures, although the time dimension afforded through
the use of panel data enables greater insight into the form of the endogeneity

of union choice and thus the econotnic behavior of the agents in this model.
A major limitation of the control function approach, or any method based

on the use of conditional expectations to replace latent variables, is the re-
lianrx ou strict distributioual assumptiuns. Our approacll is uo di(farent
althunAh we nuw employ sorni~ nwnlts frunl Lhi~ si~mi-paranmLria and diag-
uustir~ tctiLiug litoratnn~ Lu n~ILrirt thr ilnpurtan, o u( uur iL`tN11111~,t1U114. I' iraL
note however, that the estimation of (9) requires that we correctly specify
thc distribution of the latrnt effrcts. Although this assumption cannot be
easily relaxed it is possible to test the uormality assmnption by employing
the conditional moment framework of Newey (1985) as discussed with re-
spect to normality tests in cross sectional probit models by Pagan and Vella

(1989) and in panel data probit models by Vella and Verbeek (19926). [n

our application we perform sepera.te nonnality tests for 9; and q;l as well as
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a joint normality test for both effects, based upon the LM test against the
Pearson family of distributions (cf. Ruud (1984)).

We estilnatP thP raudom effects mudcl under thP assumptiun of nonnality

and the distributional assumption is employed again in generating equations

(1 I), (1'l) an~l ( I.3). TI)P OOrlllallty a.4F1111)pt1011 aIIOWS ) ls tU PxprPB~ tI)P IatP.rlt

Plf~`~ L. in t.h~~ w:~t;~` r~~ual.inn as IiuP:~r funrt.iulls ~~f LbP iira nlunu`nt, ~~f L6P
r.unlunl lat~`nt ~`Ifi`~ tx in thr wliuu Pquatiun. Iluwiwcr, 111111~ LIII` r11!tlllte uf
Lee (1984), Gallant and Nychka ( 1987) and Pagan and Vella ( 1989) it is
possible to capture sensible departures from normality in (5) by expressing
the lateut P.ffects in thP wage er)uatious as higber order functions o( thP. lateut
effects from the union equation. To capture these potential departures from
normality we augtnent ( 8) with powered values of the latent effects. By
ernploying this approach we not only obtain estimates which are consistent

in the absencP of normality but a test on the statistical significance of the

hiI;IIPr urdPr tPrms i, a t~sL uf nurlnality.

4 Empirical Results

To estimate the model we employ data taken from the Natioual Longitudinal
Survey (Youth Sample). We examine a sample of full time working males
who have completed their schooling Uy 1980 and follow their paths over thP

period 1980 to 1987. We exclude individuals who fail to provide suf6cient

information to be included in every year over the eight year period, leaving

a sample of 545 observations. The swnmary statistics for the total period

are reported in Table 1. Our Ineasure of ultion membership is based on

the question reflecting whether or not the individual had his wage set in a

~~uIIP~ tivP Ilarfiaiuin}; :I~;roPlnPUt~. 'I'hiv InP:crnm uf union ntatns displays sotnc

year to year variation iudicating movement in and out of union memberships.

Overall, union members enjoy an unconditional wage premium of around 15
percent.

The random effects probit estimates of union membership are reported in

Table 2. Several of the explanatory variables have a statistically significant

impact on the probability of wtion membership. The uegative coefficient on

~We will refer to those who responded yea to this queation as being union membera.

óFor the period examined union membership in the private aector, in our sample, ranged

from 21 96 in 19d6 to 26 4b in 19d'2 and 1987.
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the industry durnmies reflects the sizable utiionization rate in the control
gruup whi~ 6 is the pnl~lir~ socl,cir. The, t.im~~ dnmmirw display an incrcacingly
m~gal.ivr~ tratti~ru wit.h n~spect to L6~. ~uutrul gruup uf I!)}itl, but only 19tifi
ancl I!lii(i arr siguificanL aL tho t~~u pcn'~~nl. h~vi,l. 'l~his ís r~umisl.~~nL with thr~
aggregate data which indicates sizable decreases in unionization over this
p~riod. I1, shuuld hc nuted howi~vw t.hat Lhc uhscrvations iu our data display
a wraki~r tru~h,u~ y tu Iravi~ m~iuns Lh:ui is n~w,ahsl by aggrcgatc data.

The coefficients ou tóe dmntny variables denoting that the individual is
black or hispanic are both positive and statistically significant. Furthermore,
the coef6cients are large in tnagnitude. This is consistent with earlier studies
and also consistent with our introductory comments regarding the composi-
tiou of unions. lf these groups suffer front discrimiuation, they are likely to
look to unions for protection in the labor market.

An important result is captured by the magnitude of the estimate of
rr'n. 'I'his ~~stim:~t~~ uf 11.7:{ indicat~~s I,haL w~vonty thnr, prrri,ut uf th~~ total
variauce is due to across iudiviclual variatiou". 'l'his iudicatr~ a great degrex: of
unobserved heterogeneity and highlights the importance of using the random
effects probit model in preference to the conventional probit model~. This
also highlights the inappropriateness in models from panel data of the use
of the conventional inverse Mill's ratio a9 the additional regressor to account
for Lhe eudogeneity.

The couditioual moment tests for normality of the error components in
(6), exclnding the time effects, gave tóe following results. The separate tests
agaiust uurmalit.y uf 0, and rl;i resulLr,d iu valnos of 0.9fi and 7.OR, n~spert.ively.
Uuder Lhi~ null hypothesis thr trst statistics an~ Uhi-syuarrxl distrihutud wiLó
2 degrees of freedom and, consequently, we do not take our results as evi-
dence against the null8. The joint test on normality of both compone.nts,
which corresponds to a X~ with 4 degrees of freedom, yields the insignificant
value of 8.59.

Focusing on estimation of the wage equation, we first estitnate equation
(5) by ordinary least squares and constrain the union effect to be time invari-

sThe norrnalization used is o~ t o~ - l.
71t should be noted that several o( the estimates reported in Table 2 were aignificantly

diNerent from the estimates obtained from a conventional probit model estimated over the
data set obtained by pooling the cross sections.

BNote that 7.08 is not significant at the 2.5 0l0 level.
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ant. This estitnate of the union effect, along with the additional regressors, is
shown in colunm (1) of Table 3. The point estimate of the uniou effect is of
the order of 15 percent and, given the evidence in Robinson (1989), appears
to be quite low. Recall, however, that this estimate is contaminated with the
endogeneity generated by the various latent effects.

We now estimate equation (5) using the fixed efTects estimator, recalling
that this procedure accounts only for the iudividual specific endogeneity aud
suffers significantly in the pFesence of ineasuremeiit error. These estimates
are reported in column (2) of Table 3 and, consistent with previous results,
the most recent being Angrist and Newey (1991) aud Jakubson (1991), the
estimate of the union effect falls markedly. The point estitnate of 7.9oJo is
approximately half of the already dowuward biased least squares estimate.
It is diíficult to assess the merit of this f:quation as the fixed effects estimator
annihilates many of t6e variables. It is interesting to uote however that
the coefficient on the experience variable appears to be unusually high aucl
the rural effect, while not significant at the five perccnt level, has a sign
inconsistent with our a priori expectations.

In colutnn (3) of this table we re-estimate the OLS equation and include a
variable capturing the state of the economy, the unemployment rate, aud an
interaction of this cyclical variable with uuion status. Due to inulti~~olliuear-
ity the ~nion effect, as measured by the coefficieut for the uuiou variable~,
now is not statistically different from zero. Also note tliat the coeflicirnt un
the unemploymeut rate, iucluded to capture cyclica.l inlluences, is insignifi-
cant. This does not support the results of Bils (198~i) and Keaue, bloffitt an~l
Runkle (1988) who concluded that the real wage was pro-cyclical although
the large staudard errors attached to our estiuiates niake it impossible tu he
pre~cise. There is also no evidence that the iniiou e(fert is affecte~l by the
level of unemployment.

C'olumn (4) reports the c~stimates of the wage n~~uat,iuu wheu we iu~~ludc~
the three correction ternts discussecl iu tl~e previous ,ectiuu. ~Ve only iuclude
the variables in their first moments so there is no scope for non-uormality to
be captured. The estimates iudicate Lhat the uniou effect increase rlramati-
cally to 46 percent. While this estimate is iu the range of previous estima,tes it
seetns somewhat high. Furthermom, at this stage all three corrections terms
are statistically significant and negative'. This indicates that not only (ixed

4Standard rrrors in Table 3 are co~nputed takiug iuto areounó tlie covariance stru~LUrr~
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ant. This estimate of the union effect, along with the additional regressors, ia
shown in column (1) of Table 3. The point estimate of the union effect is of
the order of 15 pnresnt and, given the evidence in Robinson (1989), appears
to be quite low. Recall, however, that this estimate is contaminated with the
endogeneity generated by the various latent effects.

We now estimate equation (5) using the fixed effects estimator, recslling
that this procedure accounts only for the individual specific endogeneity and
suffers significantly in the presence of ineasuretnent error. These estimates
are reported in column (2) of Table 3 and, consistent with previous results,
the most recent being Angrist and Newey (1991) and Jakubson (1991), the
estimate of the union effect falls markedly. 1'he point estimate of 7.9qo is
approximately half of the already downward biased least square~l~tí~~,t~
It is difficult to assess the merit of this equatiou as the fixed effects estimator
annihilates many of the variables. It is interesting to note. however that
the coefficient on the experience variable appears to be unusual{y high and
the rural effect, while not significant at the five percent level, has a sign
inconsistent with our a priori expectatious.

In column (:3) of this table we re-estimate the OLS equation and include a
variable capturing the state of the egohbaiyq~fGcieo2~tfpioj~eeuhibn variable,

now is not statistically cliffereut from zero. Also uote that the coefficient on

the unemployment rate, included to capture cyclical influences, is insignifi-

cant. This does not support the results of Bils (1985) and Keane, Moffitt and
Runkle (1988) who concluded that the real wage was pro-cyclical although
the large standard errors attached to our estimates make it impossible to be
precise. There is also no evidence that the union effect is affected by the

level of unemployment.
Column (4) reports the estimates of the wage equation when we include

the thrv~e correction tenns discussed in the previous section. We only include

the variablcs in tlteir first moments so there is no scope for non-nortnalíty to
be capturecL The estimates indicate that the union effect increase dramati-
cally to 46 perceut. W hile this estimate is in the range of previous estimates it
seems somewhat higl~. Furthermore, at this stagr all three rorrectious tenns

ar~, statist.i~~ally xit;nifirant an~l n~~~Gat.iw~'. 'I'hi. iu~li~~atcs I,hat, nut unly fixr,d

~~Standard errore in '1'xble :f are computed tukiug into account thr covariauce structure
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individual effects are important but there are also time and individual~time
effects influencing the union effect.

Consistent with our discussion in section 3 we include powered up values
of the residttals to capture the possibility of non-normal disturbances in equa-
tion (5). The order of the non-line.ar terms was chosen by cross-validation.
The cross-validation critecium we use is the sum oí squares of prediction er-
rors from predicting one observation using coefTicient estimates based on all

other observations'o. Table 4 gives the cross-validation criteria for values of

k, the power of the highest order residual, between 0 and 6. The value of k

which nuuimizes the CV criterimn is 3 or 4. However, because the criterium

value for k-'l is close to the miuimal value, aud because the differences in
point estimates for k- 2 and k- 3 are small, we prefer to choose k- 2. This
choicc prescrvcs dc~grc~c~s of fnrdum and re~clnrcx c,ollinearil,y in thc modcl.

The results of the wage regression with linear and squared residuals in-

cluded are shown in column (5) of column 3. They reveal that the coefficient

on the union dummy variable is now 32 percent. The coef~icients on the
included correction tenns are jointly statistically significant, revealing the

operatiou of stroug selection forces in the economy and the higher order
terms indicate the presence of non-normality in the wage equation. While

this union effect also appears high it is in the range of reported estimates of

the union effect". Furthermore, a.5 the sample comprises only young workers

and as unions flatten the age profile it is expected that their union premíum is

relatively higher. This is consistent with the results of Card (1991) who esti-

mated that workers at the lower end of the wage distribution received a union
premium iu the order of 30qo. Given that younger workers will comprise a
majority of the workers in the lower tail of the distributiou our estimates are

remarkably similar to those reported by Card. Fínally, we estimate (5) with

all three correction terms and their second orders along with the unemploy-

ment variable and the interaction tenn. These results are reported in column

of the error terms and, for the two-step reaults, uaing the appropriate formulae given in,

for example, Newey (1J84) or Pagan (1cJ86). Ignoring the fact that the included residuals

are based on a first stage estimation, produces standard errora that underestimate the

correct onea by a factor between 1 and I1 010.
'oA recent diacussion on the optimality of several crosa-validation criteria ia given in

Andrewa (19J1).
~' Robinson (1989) reports im estimate of 43 perceut and Linnemann and Wachter (1986)

present estimates in excess of 50 percent.
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6. This results sugg~t a union effect of a similar magnitude to the previous
column. The point estimate of 30oÍo is significant at the 5 percent level, while
the cyclical effect is not. There is no sign of any interactive effects.

Let us first focus on the interpretation of these corrections' coefGcients
in this preferred model. The evidence here, and in many other studies, indi-
cates the nnion effect is downward biaseel by the presence of sc~lection effects.
1'he statistically signi(icaut aud uegative coefficieuts ou the sclection tenns
indicate that the workers who receive lower wages, after conditioning on their
characteristic5, and in the abse.nce of unions, are those most likely to be in
the uniou. 'I'he uniuu appears tu act as a prutir.tur for luwcr paid wurkers.
This is consistent with the fiudiugs of Heywood (1990) that minorities dis-
played a greater tendency to queue for union jobs than whites. It is also
cousistent with Robinson (1989) who concluded that there wa.v no support
for the popular argument that better workers are chosen from a queue by the
union. However, while this evidence does not support the queuing hypothesis
it does not refute it. It is possible that the less productive workers queue to
join the union aud the union chooses the better workers from among these
candidates.

Further support for our "protective" view of unions is captured by the
ccefficient uu the time specific. correction. This indicates that negative shocks
to the economy which induce higher rates of collective bargaining also lead
to lower levels of wages. Thus, in times when wages are negatively affected,
more workers seek uniou membership. This result appears consistent with
decreasing union membership duriug the eighti~ when economic growth was
higher than in the previous decade.

It is worth noting that in column (4) under the strict assumption of
nurmality it apprar~~d that all thrre IatenL effrcts wi~rP having an impact on
the wage level. Wheu the departures frotu nunuality were accuunted for,
through the inclusion of the powered up residuals, this is still the case, while
tl~e residual capturing the individual specific effects has a significant higher
urder effr.ct. Consequently, we óave to reject the normality assumption of a;
in (5).

The coe(ficient ou the unemployment rate is negative, though not signifi-
cant. This result is consistent witó previous work which fouud a pro-cyclical
real wage following the selection bias adjustment. Although the adjustments
in KeanP et al. (1988) aud Bils (1985) took a different form it is possible that
th~~ ,ch~~tiuu n~r~ hanisnis sh:u~o sumo ~ unipuunnt pcrtaiuiug tu thc effect of
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the business cycle on real wages. It is also worth noting that the interaction
term betwcx:n uuiuu status and the uuemployment rate is stxtistically iu-
significant in this preferred equation. This result, consistent with that found
by Meghir and Whltel10U3P. (1992) for the Unitc:d Kingdom, indicates that
thr, union differeutial does uot appear to be influenced by cyclical factors.

We noted above that much of the controversy in the union wage differ-
ential literature has focnsed on the range of estimates of tho wiion effect.
Huwc-ver give:u tbaL Lhe~ e(fe:ct is typically :~tisCSSed using cruss se:ction, and

more recently, panel data, this debate would only be valid if the time pe-

riods being examiued were identical or the uniou effect was time invariant.
We have noted that in addition to our results substantial empirical evidence
has been provided, see for example, Bils (1985), Keane, Mofl'itt and Runkle
(1988), that the real wage shows some relationship with the business cycle. It

is not immediately apparent how the tmion differential should respond to the
business cycle, if at all, aud how the uniou wage should differ frum the non-
union wage although there is empirical evidence to suggest that the union

premium is counter cyclical (scr Wunuava and }lonney (1991) for a recent
discussiun). 'I'o explore this possibility we estimate our preferrt:d equatiou

while including a dummy variable denoting union membership in a paztic-
ular year. While there appeared to be some time variation there was no
instance where the time varyiug union effect was significantly different from

the average (time-constant) union effect.
It has also been established that union members often receive different

returns to their various characteristics (see Perloff and Sickles (1987)) and, in
particular, face a lower rate oï return to education. To incorporate this pos-
sibility we re-estimated our preferred education and included an additional

term capturing the interaction between education and union membership.

The coefficient on this additional regressor was uot statistically significant

from zero. We~ alsu ~:xamined whetber the, uniun prc,mium di(fcred by indus-

try. However, due to tbe relatively small sample size compared Lu the large

number of industries this tnethodology only produced imprecise estimates of

the union premiwn.
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5 Unionization and Income Inequality

An important issue in labor economics is the substantial increase in the
degree of income inequality which has occurred in the last decade (see for
example Juhn, Murphy, and Pierce (1989)). It is possible that the decline in
unionization has contributed to this increasing inequality and thus it is useful
to employ our estimates to examine the extent to which this has occurred in
our data.

ln assessing wage iuequality most studies have primarily focused on the
standard error in wage equations. We, however, examine this issue by per-
formiug the following simple experiment. Using our random effects probit
model estimates we predict union status for the observations over the eight
years in our data period. }ising this predicted union status and our wage
cquatiou estiinates we tbeu pn~clict the wagc of cach individual for cach ycar
of the san~ple. We then compnte the empirical wage distribntion and the
curretil,ouiliug (~ini curlliricnt fur earli ye:cr. Ilaving ~~stablizhc,l I,hcwe tnca-
sures of income distribution we now focus on a counter factual case of some
interest. We exatniue how the incotne distributions would appear if there had
been uo decline in unionization. To obtain these couuter factual distribution
we preciict union status for each individual iu each period after we have set
the time effects in the random effects prohit model equal to zero. If we are
willing to attribute the decline in unionization to these effects this is a rea-
sonable way to generate the counter ïactual union status. We then predict
the wage each individual would receive in each time period and compute the
income distribution and Gini coefficieut for each year.

We now have the (:ini coefficients for the actual aud couuter factual cases
and by geuerating their ratio we are able to examine the impact of declining
union status on wage distributions. It should be noted that as predicted wage
distributions will generally have less variance than actual wage distributions

our estimates of inequality will be biased downward. However bearing this
in tnind it is still useful to make this comparisons across distributions.

In generating this distributions we treatecl uuion status in two ways. First

we generated the precíicted union status. That is, we generated the latent
variable and then assigned values of one for union status to those with positive
values aud zero for uniou status to those with negative values. This ratio of
actual~counter factual is in colunm (lj of Table 5. An alternative. approach
ix Lu t;eu,~rate t.h,~ pr,~~lirt,vl prul,ability frun, t.h,~ r:unluin rffec~l,x inuclrl with
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and without the time dummies being set to zero and use the probability as
the appropriate value for union status. Thls ratio is reported in column (2) of

Table 5. A third alternative is based on predicting union status as a random
drawing from a binomial distribution with the probability of success equal
to the predicted probability based on the random effects probit model. This
approach rr~sults in a fair anwmtt of noise in Lho Cini coefficicnts withont
giviug yuantitatively dilferent results. Kesults of this approach are Lherefore
not presented.

The results in Table 5 reveal that the decline in unionization has not
contributed to an increase in income inequality over the period 1980-1987.
Independently of the way in whiclr wtion status was predicted ( either as a

discrete value or as a probahility), our measure of income ineryuality hardly

differs between the actual and the counterfactual case. A possible expla-

nation for this finding may be that in our sample of young males both the

decline iu uuionizatiou as well as the iucrea,ge in income inequality are not

as pronounced as in the entire economy.

6 Conclusions

'I~hc primary fucus uf Lhis paper is the estimal.iuu uf thc uuiuu prciuiwn fur

young males duriug a period of declining unionization and increasing income
IIIIYt11iAIILY. Wl' prurr,r,d I~y enipluyinfi a ncw n~ci.hurlulugy fur evalnatiug Lhi~

impact of unious ou wages usiug pauel data. '1'he estimator we employ is

an extension of the commonly employed control function approach. The

estimator controls for the fixed and specific time effects operating through

the union membership decision. We also test for sources ofendogeneity which

present greater insight into the mechanism driving union membership.
Our etnpirical work identifies several important results. First, for the

data period examined, thP union premium is in the. order of thirl.y percent.

Secoud, the parameters capturiug the selection process indicate that the less
productive workers join unions as a means of increasing their wage. Moreover,

the negative shocks in the economy which induce higher rates of unionism

simultaneously reduce the level of wages in general. In this context, the

union movement can be seen as a form of protection to the workers against

a declining economy and negative personal shocks. The results also indicate

that, for the sample period exatnined, there is no evidence of time variance



in the uuiun etfecl after accowiling fur lóc endugcucit,y uf iu~~iubership. Fi-
na0y, a simple simulation indicate~ that the~ decrease in wiionization has uot
ruul.rihnl.~~~l Lu LLi~ inrrv,:~~o in iui~unlr inryualil.y.
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Appendix
ln this appendix we follow Vella and Verbeek ( 199'la) and sketch the esti-
matiun method au,l derive the aplirupriat,~ currectiun Lorms. Reprc~xent tóe
mspc~ctivic error Lcnnti iu thr following mamier

e;e-n;i-{~ife;i; v;i-e;f~petq;~ (14)

We uer~d tu ~~anuputc thc~ c~uuditiunal expc~~tatiuu uf tbe clenu,uts of e;c given
the NT vector ~L (i.e. given the inequality constraints on all elements of v;i).
Employing our assumptiou of joint normality the conditional expectation of
e;i given the vector v can be derived from the standard formulae for the
conditional expectation of two normally distributed vectors. This results in

T o' NT

E[a~ I v] - a"B [a~ f TaB v,. -(Q~ -l- Toé)(v~ f Tvé f Na~) v.. (15)

N óé N?'
E[J'i ~ v] - ou~a [Q~ t N~~v'~ - (Q~ f Taé)(an -F ToB f No~)v.. (16)

and
t Taé NQ~

F[E~1 I t~] -~c,~ -v;l - t~;. - v.e
o? o~(o? f?'óB) a?(v~ ~ No~)

} 7'óB Na~ 'lo; - F'I'~ó f No~
v,.J 17

o~ ~- TóB a? } Nrr'~ cr?(a~ ~ ToB -F Na~) ()

where "v.. - NT ~~ ~ ~N t v;i. To obtain the conditional expectations given
the vector ~ replace the v;i's in (15)-(17) by their conditional expectations
given the t~1. These conditional expectations are cotnplicated because ~ is
determiued by an NT-variate probit model. To simplify computations we
condition on the time effects, ~pi, in addition to ~1. Note that, conditional on
cp~, the error tenns in the probit model are independent across individuals.

To derive the conditional expectations of v;i given U we first uote that
F'[v;c ~(~,c~] - E(v;~ ~ 11 ,~p], where fl, is the T vectur of observed outcomes
for iudividnal i aud y~ - ( ~p~,...,y~T)' Next we usc

E[B; f v;~ I~L;, ~a] - f~ [e; t E[n;~ I f~ ,~, e;11 I(B; I U,~)~e;, (18)~



where E(rl;r ~~I;, rp, B;] - E(rl;r ~ U;r, rpr, B;] is the usual generaliaed reaidual of
the probit model given by

!s(r~~r ~ i: .y~.(l;] - ( ~U~r - I
)a,r~(~~t) (Irl)

4~ L~a)~

where G;r -('LU;r - 1)(TZ;r f B; t ~pr)~on. In (18) we integrate over the
conditional distribution of B; given (L; and ~p, which is given by

Í(B; ~ ~'.rP) - ne ~ ~(b;.)aé~~~(e;~oe) (20)
I n.-r ~Í~t,)~é ~(~~~ae)d0;.

Consequently, given the parametcr estimates for the probit model ( includ-
ing the variance components) the generalized residual for the random ef-
fects probit model cau be computed fran ( 18) using ( 19) and ( 20). This
requires numerical iutegration over one dimension (both in ( 20) and (18)).
By constructiou of the generalized residuals the average residual has mean
zero. Consequently, in computiug the correction terms Crom (15)-(17) the
last ter~ns (involving v,.) are ideutically zero and cau be deleted.
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vaziable definition mean standazd
deviation

Schixil Yrars uf seh~wiliug I 1.7fi 1.75
Exper Age-frSchool 6.51 2.83
F.xper2 Exprrirnce Sqnarrd 50A2 40.7R
Uuion Wage set by collective .24 .4:5

Rargaining
Mxr Marrird .44 .~i0
Hlack Hlack .I'l .3'l
liisp Hispanic .i6 .36
Health Has healtb disability .02 .13
Rural Lives in rural area .20 .40
NE Lives in North East .19 .39
NC Lives in Northern Central .26 .44
S Lives in south .35 .48
Wage Log of hourly wage 1.65 .53
EWage Hourly Wage (S) 5.91 3.20
Wdif Union differential 0.87
Industry Dummies
AG Agricultural .03
MIN Mining .02
CON Construction .08
TRAD Trade .27
TRA Transportation .O6
~IN 1'iaaum .04
BUS Husiness 8t Repair Service .OR
PER. Personal Service .02
EN'I' I~:utrrt~unmrut A'l
MAN Manufacturing .2R
PRO Professional 8t Relatrd

Srrvice .08
PUit Public Administration .04

Table 1: Descriptive statistics, 1980-1987
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Vaziable Estimate Variable Estimate

Constant -.667 NE .281'
(.486) (.113)

Exper .079 S -.003
(.043) (.108)

Exper2 -.004i NC .194'
(.002) (.088)

School -.010 AG -.466'
(.034) (.120)

Mar .079 MIN -.109
(.045) (.150)

Black .505' CON -.406`
(.142) (.106)

Hisp .334' MAN -.154`
(.143) (.07ï)

Rural .023 TRA -.041
(.064) (.nH6)

Ilealóh -.15G '1'ItAU -.4RG'
(.11R) (.080)

URI -.ORI FIN -I.149"
(.073) (.201)

DR2 -.107 BUS -.64R'
(.092) (.IOR) I

DR3 -.199 PER
I

-.505'
(.124) (.159) ~

DR4 -.223 ENT -.176
(.156) (.143)

DR5 -.3'l4 PRO -.109
(.IR7) (.nR4)

uR6 -.406 ~? .73c"
(.219) (.023)

D87 -.'l31
(.247)

Log-Likeli hood Value -1590.1

'I'al~l~~ 'l: liauduin I~;IG~~ t~ I'rubit I?a.iniates uf lluiun M~~nil,~,rshil~
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V:ifIAIlI1` (1) (1) (.i) (4) (~l) (tl)

OLS FE OLS OLS OLS OLS
('onatant .219 - .293" .230 .277 .406

(.128) (.148) (.166) (.1G7) (.201)
Union .146" .079' .103 .461' .317` .299

(.026) (.018) (.099) (.126) (.138) (.169)
Unemployment - - -.008 - - -.011
Rate (.007) (.008)
Unemployment - - .005 - - .002
Rate'Union (.012) (.012)
Sct~ool .091' - .089' .088' .087` .085'

(.008) (.009) (.009) (.009) (.009)
Exper .075' .112' .077' .057' .055" .054'

(.Oll) (.008) (.011) (.016) (.017) (.017)
F.xper2 -.002' -.004` -.002' -.001 -.001 -.001

(.U~)U}{) (.(1~1O5) (.~~109) (.~~9) (.~x1~9) (.O009)

Hiap -.0.58 - -.058' -.086' -.067 -.067
(.041) (.042) (.045) (.046) (.046)

Hlark -.I!i4' - -.I!i4' -.YO:S' -.179' -.17R'
(.044) (.044) (.0!i0) (.051) (.051)

Rural -.131' .O~iO -.131' -.l'33' -.134' -.133'
(.031) (.027) (.031) (.032) (.03'2) (.032)

Mar . I l O' .039' . l I O' .1 1 O' . l OÓ' .I OÓ'

(.0'l4) (.017) (.U'l4) (.0'l4) (.024) (.0'24)

Q - - - -.074' -.062 -.062
(.036) (.037) (.037)

~ - - - -.004' -.004' -.004"
(.002) (.002) (.002)

E - - - -.110" -.0Ó9 -.0Ó9"

(.038) (.041) (.041)
q~ .0:36' .036'

(.015) (.O16)
~2 -.0002 -.0003

(.0001) (.0002)
f~ -.002 .001

(.004) (.004)

Acljusted R .260 .186 .260 .2G4 .267 .267

Table 3: Wage Regressions with Union Effects

Nute,: All regmssiuuc; iue.luJc, iuJuvtry aud mKiun Jammy v:criables.
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111);benl ut~1Pr ~ 1'.Kl. (IIIÍUn I:ÍfcCl t1V v:n1Ue

0 0.146 920.8
1 0.461 916.1
2 0.317 913.2
3 0.316 913.1
4 0.422 913.1
5 0.400 914.2
6 0.408 915.4

Table 4: Gross-Validation for Order of Residuals

Year GiniA GiniB
1980 1.000 1.000
1981 1.002 1.000
19R2 1.007 I.001
I!)H:S O.Jtt7 I.!1!1!1
1984 0.9cJ1 1.004
1!)H~i 0.980 1.000
1986 0.995 0.999
1987 1.006 1.000

Table 5: linpact of Union Decliue on Wage Inequality

Presented are ratios of Gini coefficients based on predicted wage distributions with
and without time effects in the unionization process. GiniA is based on zero-one
predictions of union membership while GiniB is based on predicted probabilities.
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